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Mapping Out the University and Beyond
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eed directions to someplace within Syracuse University
0r its environs? Ask Mike Kirchoff-he'll get you where
y u want to go. As manager of the University's
Cartographic Lab since 1972, Kirchoff has mapped just
about e e inch of the Hill, as well as much of Syracuse and
Central New York. Beyond that, he could help you navigat e areas
ranging from Silicon Valley to Vietnam, thanks to his work on various publications. "For faculty members needing a map, this is the
place to come," he says, sitting in front of his Macintosh computer
in the Cartographic Lab in the Heroy building.
Most of Kirchoff's maps are done for the Department of
Geography, where he is staff cartographer. He also creates maps for
SU public safety, parking services, and other departments, as well as
for nonprofit organizations outside the University. Kirchoff often
works with graduate students, providing advice and technical assistance. "The work itself is interesting, but working with the faculty
and students is the best part," he says. "The graduate students we
have in geography are quite amazing. They're fun people to be
around, very bright. So it's great to work with them."
Professor John Mercer, chair of the geography department, says
students working on graphics and maps greatly appreciate Kirchoff's
advice. "Mike is a consummate professional, an excellent cartographer whose work receives great praise from my colleagues," he says.
Kirchoff became interested in cartography as an undergraduate
geography major at the University of Colorado. "I needed a way to
pay my bills, so I st arted working in the cartography lab," he says.
"They decided I was a pretty good cartographer, so they gave me an
assistantship in the lab and paid my tuition."
He continued to work as a cartographer while earning a master's
degree in geography from the University of Wyoming, then went to
work for Rand McNally in Chicago after graduation. "It was a pretty
good place to start because of its reputation," he says. "But the work
was extremely routine. I supervised the road-map research department. We were responsible for putting together information to
update road maps- which is a never-ending project. So when the
job opened up here at SU, it was an opportunity to do something
unique. There's a tremendous amount of variety here, and intellectual freedom you'd never get at a company like Rand McNally."
Kirchoff usually works on thematic maps that will appear in
printed form. "Each of these maps has a particular theme or purpose to it," he says. One map on his drafting table will be used to
comply with a state mandate that universities record crimes on
campus and in surrounding areas. "If there's a crime committed,
each one of these areas has a different report that has to be filed,"
Kirchoff explains. He began with a sketch showing a rough outline
of University property; further research by the Department of

Mike Kirchoff. manager of the Cartographic lab, enjoys the variety of assignments he receives to produce maps for SU's departments and offices.
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Public Safety determined the exact boundaries of SU's campus. The resulting map
will be published in a pamphlet and used
in a traveling public safety display.
The Cartographic Lab has changed considerably in the last decade. "I used to have
five students working with me," he says.
"They'd do traditional cartography-sitting around these tables and drafting
either in pen and ink or using negative
scribing techniques. It was laborious. Now
most of this can be done on the computer."
Kirchoff uses a drawing program,
Freehand, to create maps on his Macintosh
workstation. Technology has improved to
the point where it can handle just about
any map. "Something as complicated as
the University Parking Services map used
to have to be broken down into sections,"
Kirchoff says. "You'd go out for coffee every
Francis McMillan Parks, di rector of African America n Program s and Students Offering Service, is a gifted teacher, countime you refreshed the screen. Now you selor, leader, activist, volunteer, and storyteller. She was rece ntly honored by the New York State Legislatu re for her
can bring the whole thing up and within community service work.
seconds it will display the screen. It's to the
·Participation in such annual events as CROP Walk for Hungerpoint where it will make the changes as fast as you can think."
The numerous requests Kirchoff receives for both campus and which drew So SU participants in November lggg-Habitat-foroutside projects are a testament to his high-quality work, Mercer Humanity, and the Share the Warmth Blanket Drive, now in its
says. "The department and the University are very fortunate to have fourth year.
"There is a misconception that students of this generation are
had Mike Kirchoff work with us for nearly three decades."
apathetic and uncaring, with no sense of 'the other,"' Parks says.
-GARY PALLASSINO
"But in our interactions with them, we discover that all kinds of students-in Greek houses, in the humanities, in the professional
Bringing Students and Community Together
schools-tutor children and adults, do CROP Walk, make quilts for
omeone once said: "There are two kinds of people in the Ronald McDonald House, and build houses for Habitat-forworld-those who walk into a room and say, 'Here I am!' and Humanity. They care deeply about the human condition."
those who walk in and say, 'Ah, there you are."' Francis
In her role as director of African American Programs, Parks eduMcMillan Parks, director of African American Programs and cates students in the contributions of such historical figures as
Stud nts Offering Service (SOS) at Syracuse University, falls into the Harriet Tubman and Frederick Douglass. "People born in the last 25
S@Ge-no category. Fiercely intelligent, openly compassionate, and years have only a vague knowledge of that history," Parks says.
resolutely committed to countless causes at the University, in the Through events like a celebration to honor Rosa Parks for her role in
local community, and in society-at-large, Parks has an impressive the civil rights movement, and an annual Sojourner Storytelling
resume that cites her gifts as teacher, counselor, leader, activist, vol- Conference, Parks brings history to life for SU students. "I try to
unteer, and storyteller. Yet when she sits with you, smiles, looks into bring historical information into contemporary perspective," she
your eyes, and listens intently to every word you say, you somehow says. "How do the lives of such heroines as Sojourner Truth inform
what we do today?"
feel you're the one who's wise and wonderful.
In addition to her work at SU, Parks often speaks in the commuFrom her office in the basement of Hendricks Chapel, Parks coordinates a variety of projects that bring SU students together as commu- nity to professional and charitable organizations. "I delight in talknity volunteers. She compares SOS to creating a quilt: Each student ing to community groups," she says. "The people in these audiwho participates makes a unique and precious contribution that ences may have only seen our students, our University, through
enhances the whole fabric of the group. "Our process is an organic one, the prism of an athletic event or some misbehavior that makes
with many layers and dimensions," says Parks, who recently received headlines. When I am invited to speak, I convey that we are more
a Distinguished Woman of New York State award from the state legis- than what we are portrayed to be at those times our behavior is
abhorrent: We are a community. We celebrate our citizenship in
lature for her significant contributions to community service.
the City of Syracuse."
SOS's ongoing projects include:
This spring SOS marked its 10th anniversary with a celebration,
• The International Children's Project {ICP), launched six years ago
with a group of law school students and the Refugee Resettlement "A History of Service...A Future of Service." Festivities included stuProgram in response to an influx of Haitian refugees to the Syra- dent exhibitions, conversations on community service, and workcuse area. ICP now provides academic instruction and arts-and- shops. Past and present members gathered with agencies in the
Syracuse community for a day of service. "What SOS is really about
crafts activities for children from many different countries.
• The Hendricks Chapel Quiltmakers, which brings together stu- is listening to students," Parks says. "It is a reflection of what students, faculty, staff, and others to create quilts for Ronald McDonald dents believe is an issue of history, of justice, or of the ethical frame-AMY SHIRES
work of the larger community."
House of Central New York and Hale House of New York City.
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